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Uncritical origins of counselling

• Euro-American models of psychotherapy and counselling were often 
presented as an entirely apolitical venture focusing on improvement of 
individual mental health. 

• The needs of individuals and their internal struggles have been by far the 
overwhelming focus for counsellors. 

• In spite of early psychoanalysis critiquing Viennese and similar cultures as 
repressive, practice was and still is predominantly confined to the 
consulting room.

• Most counselling models (Freudian, Rogerian, CBT, etc.) examine early 
development and ‘what goes on in our heads’.

• Much counselling was and is based on passionate faith in inner resources, 
and on the healing power of therapeutic relationship.      



Sources of critique

• Critical theory – Frankfurt School, 1930s onwards, inclusive economic, cultural and psychological 
thinking: Adorno (The Authoritarian Personality), Horkheimer, Marcuse, Fromm, et al. 

• Adler, Reich, Horney, et al. pushed socio-economic & educational issues on to the agenda. 

• Critiques of psychotherapy by, e.g. Hans Eysenck, on grounds of lack of empirical evidence. 

• Anti-psychiatry questioning the biomedical model & psychiatric power and abuse (Laing, Cooper,       
et al.). 

• Critiques of therapy as American/Western-centred (e.g. Fanon).

• Critical psychology attacking psychology’s relative indifference to the politics of disempowered 
social groups

• Groundswell of critiques from philosophers (e.g. Grünbaum), sociologists (e.g. Epstein, Pilgrim, 
Furedi), feminists and others.

• Applications of critical thinking to counselling by critical insiders (Feltham, 2013).     



Critical thinking and its bearing on counselling

• In a highly pluralistic field (approx. 500 theoretical models), many 
innovative models are themselves based on critiques of psychoanalysis 
(e.g. Reich, Perls, Berne, Janov, Beck, Ellis, et al.). 

• The advent of brief therapy challenged long-term, relatively outcome-
indifferent therapies.

• Some forms of counselling are now offered online, which is still resisted by 
by some traditionalists. 

• Some political input has changed the field (e.g. feminist therapy, 
multicultural counselling, social-materialist psychology, etc.). 

• Some evolutionary input has made an impact on the field (e.g. 
compassion-focused therapy) but is resisted by critical psychologists.     



Key Potentials for Critical Counselling

• Although a massive challenge, it is logically possible to restructure the 
entire mental health field via big data, from clear definitions through 
comprehensive aetiologies, contexts, training, best professionals, 
evidenced cures, and radical alternatives.   

• Consider the comparative merits of single models, pluralistic therapy, 
personal consultancy, coaching (Popovic & Jinks 2013).

• Economic evaluations might suggest socio-materialist changes are 
more effective than piecemeal individual therapies (House & Feltham, 
2015; Moloney, 2013).   
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